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Funex Club

One Word. One World.

White Paper
an all-new ultra-modern Crypto Ecosystem
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01. Introduction

The world is going through a change - change in climate, change 

in lifestyles, change in transportation, and change in technology. 

Technology is soaring to new heights every single day. 

Digitalization is becoming a new necessity. The world is changing 

really fast, and we are left with no choice but to adapt and go with it. 

The only problem is it's a bit complicated.

Cryptocurrency, or crypto, today is everywhere. It seems like a 

wave of crypto-adaptation has swept over the world. Yet most of 

us are still dangling from the roof of confusion, trying to tackle its 

complex nature. We can even sense the fear of people missing out 

on the crypto-revolution.

Funex Club project is focused on making crypto and its related 

operations people-friendly so that everyone can at least use it, 

if not benefit from it.

Especially today's so-called digital currency - cryptocurrency.

02. Introduction to Funex Club 

What is Funex Club?

Funex Club is a cryptocurrency ecosystem that offers various 

kinds of products & services to conduct crypto-related operations.

In 2019, a team of crypto experts cum enthusiasts came across the 

thought of making crypto a prominent medium of payment. Basically,

to bring it within reach of everyman, accessible by everyone. So, they

designed a long-term fulfilled solution in the form of .Funex Club
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Coming a long way, Funex Club has gone through a challenging 

journey during the development phase. As a result, today, it has 

evolved into a flawless fully-functional crypto ecosystem.

Be simple so that everyone can use.

Become a gaming-friendly cryptocurrency to help gamers globally.

The founding members of  wanted the project's services 

to be as simple as surfing the internet. Their initial struggle with 

cryptocurrency & its applications has helped them come out with 

this idea. Therefore, Funex Club's ultra-modern tools & technology 

make its products & services extremely fast, highly secure, & 

exceptionally simple.

Funex Club

Over the past few years, the gaming industry has immensely grown. 

The rapid growth has clung to modernization & evolved into a 

high-tech mega-gaming industry having AR-VR facilities & that uses 

a currency. The new gaming world, Metaverse, involves digital 

currency & opens up a vast scope of opportunities for it. However, 

many cryptocurrencies are already being used there, but nothing 

specific. A part of Funex Club is committed to serving the regulated 

gaming industry to provide the gamers with game-specific virtual 

assets or currency they can lean on.

03. Funex Club's Primary Goals

Simplicity

Gaming-Friendly Crypto
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Making crypto a go-to currency.

Crypto is, however, popular but still far from being an everyman's 

thing and limited to only people with technical interest or knowledge. 

The mountain-sized stereotype that crypto is very complicated and 

can only be understood by people in the technical fields has 

surrounded the world like the ozone layer. Funex Club has built a 

crypto platform that can be used by everyone. People with zero 

knowledge of cryptocurrency can enjoy Funex Club's services.

Funex Club is a crypto ecosystem. An ecosystem consists of a 

stream of services. Like, we know what the possible outcomes are 

when we talk about cryptocurrency.

Cryptocurrency is a virtual currency based on blockchain. It can be 

used to perform secure & fair transactions, online shopping, as a 

payment medium, to buy or build virtual assets, etc. Cryptocurrency 

can be in two forms - coins & tokens.

These coins or tokens require a crypto wallet to be stored or transferred.


They also need an exchange to be exchanged for other cryptocurrencies.


They can also be used in a crypto marketplace that trades virtual assets like NFTs.


They can also be used in gaming and Metaverse. And,


Crypto coins & tokens can also be used in staking, from which users can earn a passive 

income via interest.


Commonize Crypto

04. Funex Club Products & Services

And therefore, Funex Club offers the below services & platforms.
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05. Funex Club Ecosystem

Services & Platforms

Funex Wallets

Why is Funex Club being created?

Funex Club's Primary Ventures

Groundbreaking Funex Wallets are the best crypto wallets in the 

virtual market today. Funex has two types of wallets - 

Funex Coin Wallet & Funex Pro Wallet.

Funex Coin Wallet is a centralized & Funex Pro is a decentralized 

wallet. Both wallets are used to safely store cryptocurrencies. 

The only difference among the due is the Private Key.

Funex Club is a groundbreaking crypto ecosystem offering 

crypto-related services, products, & platforms to conduct speedy, 

secure, & simple crypto operations.

The three main reasons behind the birth of Funex Coins:

To bring cryptocurrency within everyone's reach by enlarging its 

simplicity, availability, & usage.


To give the gaming industry a dedicated gaming-friendly cryptocurrency.


To commonize cryptocurrency and make it fiat currency's alternative.

Funex Coin Wallet's private key remains with the Funex Club. 

While Funex Pro's private key remains with the wallet owner. And 

that's also the difference between centralized & decentralized wallets.

Below are the specifications of these feature-loaded wallets.

Funex Club Wallet - Funex Coin Wallet & Funex Pro Wallet


Funex Club Coin - Funex 2.0 Staking Reward Program


Funex Club NFT Marketplace


Funex Club Exchange


Funex Club Gaming
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06. Funex Wallets Specs

Control

Easy Access

Best Ever Staking Program

Funex Wallets takes care not only of your cryptocurrency but 

also looks after your account's privacy. Your transaction data 

remains hidden and only gets decrypted when you request.

Funex Wallets lets you use your crypto wallets right from your phones. 

You can also login to your wallet through the desktop using the 

QR code. It doesn't even take more than a few seconds to do so.

Funex Wallet offers the best staking reward program in the entire 

crypto universe. By staking a part of their cryptos, users can earn 

decent rewards. There are multiple staking options users can choose 

from.

Multiple Wallet Addresses

Clean & Clear Dashboard

Multi-Blockchain Support

One of the best benefits of using Funex Wallets is its unique address 

for each crypto facility. This feature strengthens privacy & wallet 

management. This way, users can keep their transactions sorted.

The Funex team has put a lot of effort into designing an easy-to-use & 

easy-to-view dashboard. The dashboard allows you to deposit, 

withdraw, & transfer crypto funds alongside the crypto charts & 

transaction history.

Multi-blockchain facility means a wallet supporting multiple 

cryptocurrencies based on various chains. Funex Wallet is flexible 

in accepting & storing more than 25 cryptocurrencies yet.
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07. Funex Club Wallet Apps Security

The 12-digit Seed Phrase can be used to login to your 
account on any device.

Funex Wallet


Note: The Seed Phrase is of crucial importance. It is used to sign in or

recover your  account. The Seed Phrase should be kept

with the utmost safety. If it is lost, there is no other way to recover

your account.

Funex Wallet

Private Key or Seed Phrase

Use what you like to unlock your Funex Wallet

Biometeric / fingerprint


Face Unlock


PIN Lock


Password

Once you login to your  app, you can 


perform the following:

Funex Wallet

Check Dashboard


Transfer Funds


Store Funds


Check History


Check Charts


Stake Cryptos, and so on…
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Funex Coin Benefits

Benefits of using the Funex Coin over its other counterparts:

Ultra-Fast Transactions


Low-Transaction Fee


High-End Security

Funex Coin is the native token of Funex Club. It can be used to 

conduct safe & fast cryptographic transactions. Based on the Tron 

blockchain, the total supply of Funex Coins is 150000000.

08. Funex Coin

09. Funex Coin Details

Token Name

Funex

TRC20

50000000

BEP20

50000000

ERC20

50000000

Ticker Symbol

FUNEX

Total Supply

150000000

Coin Supply

The Funex Coin is supplied via three blockchains, i.e., Tron (TRC20), 

Binance (BEP20), and Ethereum (ERC20).
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Contract Addresses

Tron (TRC20)

TMYBRDphyekK3JR31RuthpUx6N8Qcj6Wao

Binance (BEP20)

0xa07c39f8df11ca675f77efc19501e3dddacd03ed

Ethereum (ERC20)

0xD6e460F70e1CF60E55B770f66E568B44bf3657d0

Token Allocation(Funex) Usage of fundraised

Public-sale (40%)


Private-sale (24%)


Ecosystem (14%)


Marketing & Partnership (12%)


Development (10%)

Liquidity and Exchange (40%)


Products Development (22%)


Ecosystem (18%)


Opration (20%)
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10. Funex 2.0

Funex recently launched its , which is not 

just any staking program, but the world's most beneficial staking 

program.

Staking Reward Program

Funex Staking Reward Program

Staking Program Guidelines & Benefits

What's That?

Make some new crypto from your existing crypto

The compound rewards on the referee's stacked coins.

Let us help you understand the  

by giving an example

Staking Program's Referral Benefits

There are three tenures of 30, 60, & 120 days with 8.91%, 10.95%, & 

12% APY (Annual Percentage Yield), respectively.

Staking reward's referral program allows the existing user to earn a 

percentage of the coins a new user stakes in her account whom the 

existing user has referred. The most unique part is it keeps happening 

up to 5 levels.

The Funex staking program allows users to stake their Funex Coins 

and open up a chance to earn rewards passively. The users need to 

follow mandatory guidelines to claim the staking rewards.

The reward will be given in the form of Funex Coins only. The user 

must not break the staking by withdrawing them before the chosen 

tenure ends; if it happens, the user will not be eligible for any reward.

What makes Funex Club's Staking Reward Program the Most Beneficial 

Staking Program in the World?

11. Staking Reward Program
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Suppose there is a user A

A B B

A B'

 refers to inviting user  to create an account on Funex Club.  

accepts the referral, creates an account, and stakes her Funex coins. 

Now  will receive a percentage of s stacked coins as referral 

rewards.

This benefit program will continue for 5 levels. It means that if  refers 

to  will both receive the benefits. If  refers to  

will receive a percentage of s stacked coins as referral rewards.

B
C - A & B C D - C, B, & A

D'

At last, if  refers to  - all will receive the benefits. The 

s 5-level referral cycle will now be completed. The referral cycle will 


continue for others in the same manner as .

D E - D, C, B, & A
A'

A

Note the reward percentage will keep declining as the cycle chain 

moves forward. The user will receive the highest referral reward 

percentage for level 2 and the lowest for level 5.

12. Funex Club's Gaming, Metaverse, & Marketplace

Funex Club offers the best blockchain-based games in the industry. 

Made with ultra-modern technology, the Funex Games are 

handcrafted by a team of industry experts.

Funex Club Marketplace is under construction now. Once completed, 

it will be one of the biggest crypto marketplaces on the web. It enables 

users and cryptocurrency traders to trade, exchange, buy, or sell 

virtual assets.

Funex Club is also working rapidly on Metaverse games to give users 

an impeccable gaming experience. They will be launched soon.
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Funex's virtual gaming world will have innumerable attractions and 

activities to be entertained, enjoyed, and engaged. The NFTs earned 

can be used for a number of purposes like user interactions, buying 

digital assets, and exchanging with other NFTs.

Funex Club's NFT & Metaverse Gaming World Key Benefits

Impeccably Realistic Experience


NFT Authenticity Guaranteed


Naturalistic Graphics


100% Safe & Secure User Activity


Loaded with Funex's Special Features

13. Funex Club's Availability

Funex Club operates via websites and mobile applications for both 

android & iOS users. We have a separate website for each of our 

services & products.

The mobile wallet applications are now available on Google Play Store 

& Apple App Store. They provide a fast & smooth UI and a 

never-seen-before crypto wallet app experience.

With Funex Mobile Wallet, you can store, send, and receive 

cryptocurrencies with lightning speed.
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Funex Club Wallet Apps Key Benefits:

Instant Operations


Easy-to-use UI


Super Smooth Experience


High-End Security


Topnotch Privacy


Easy-to-eyes Design

14. Funex Club Roadmap

Funex Club has been witnessing an exceptional journey full of highs 

& lows, achievements & flaws since the project's beginning. And the 

journey continues to be the same with more plans, surprises, 

challenges, & accomplishments.
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01

January 

2019

Funex's Journey 

Beginswith

Research & Concept 

Creation

02

September 

2019

The Initial Website 

& Whitepaper

gotDesigned

03

April

2020

Funex Coin Development

began onQuark 

Algorithm 

04

December  

2020

Bitcointalk Forum 

got Released& 

Quark-Based Coin 

Ready for Beta 

Testing

05

January 

2021

Funex Mobile & 

Web Wallet

Development

Started  

06

August 

2021

Funex Coin 

Deployedon

Binance Smart 

Chain (BEP20)

07

October 

2021

Funex Coin 

Deployedon

Ethereum (ERC20) 

& Tron Blockchain 

(TRC20)

08

November 

2021

Funex Coin Listed

onSunSwap 

(Decentralized 

Exchange)

09

December 

2021

Funex TRC20 

Token Listedon

VinDAX 

(Centralized 

Exchange)

Let's briefly unfurl the pages of Funex Club's fantastic voyage and future plans.

START
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10

January 

2022

Funex New Website 

UIwas

Implemented

11

February 

2022

Funex ClubBegan

Its Multichain Wallet 

Development

12

March 

2022

Funex Club 

Ecosystemgot

Developed

13

April 

2022

Funex Coin Staking 

Program Introduced&

Mobile Wallet Upgraded 

with Better UI & Technology

14

June 

2022

New Blockchain 

Support Added

including

BTC, ETH, LTC, BNB, 

DOGE, DASH, DGB, 

etc. 15

July 

2022

Funex Decentralized 

Wallet Development

Began Named

Funex Pro Wallet

16

August 

2022

Funex Club Applied

forLegal Registration

Finalize BitMart & Coinsbit as 

an Exchange Listing Partner

Funex Coin Listed on BitMart

Token Audit for all our Smart 

Chains - TRC20, BEP20, & ERC20

17

September 

2022 Funex Pro Wallet Launch

Funex Coin Launch on 

Bitmart & Coinsbit Exchange

NFT Marketplace 

Development to Begin

18

December 

2022

NFT 

Marketplace 

Launch
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19

March 

2023

Funex Centralized 

Exchange 

Development

20

August 

2023

Metaverse Casino Game 

Development

And the Funex Club’s 

journey will continue to 

progress…

Funex Club's potential is limitless. And considering today's time & 

crypto demand - Funex Club's future is as bright as the brightest 

star in the cosmos.

Let's come & be a part of this extraordinary project.

Join  now as:Funex Club

Investor User Follow Us

Thank you!

https://funexcoin.com/#contactUs
https://funexcoin.com/register
https://linktr.ee/funexcoin

